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Involving Factors of Fairness.
in Language Testing
Yuji Nakamura
I. Theoretical Background
To what degree, as a teacher or tester, can we give a fair test to students? What can

or should teachers do to give a fairer test to students? Some students are good at
interview tests, while others are skillful in tape-mediated speaking tests. Some tend not
to speak about families, whereas others are likely to. Still some students are given lower

grades just because they are less skillful in oral summary even if they can comprehend

the reading material. There seems to be many problems to be solved in the issue of
fairness.

Fairness can be defined as the degree to which a test treats every student the same

or the degree to which it is impartial (Brown 1996). We, as test users or language
teachers, should do our best so that our personal feelings do not interfere with fair
assessment of the students or bias the assignment of scores. Our target is to give each
student an equal chance to do well on the test. Therefore, we often do everything in our
power to find test questions, administration procedures, scoring methods, and reporting
policies that optimize the chances that each student will receive equal and fair treatment.
(cf. Brown 1996).

There are a number of elements related to the test fairness such as test method, test

task, rater judgment, test taker characteristics, and cultural background. There is a
claim that two versions of the same test cannot be strictly comparable. Accordingly, a
method difference between two tests (an interview test versus a tape-mediated test;
group speaking test versus individual speaking test) produces a method effect (Shohamy

1996). Another claim is about the conflict between fairness and face validity. (Lumley
1996).

IL Purpose of the research
In this paper, fairness will be investigated mainly from three viewpoints:
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1) test task 2) familiarity with an interviewer 3) test method. The eventual goal of this
research is to show how these factors influence the testers and testees, and to help us give
a much fairer test to students.

III. Research design and methods
This research is conducted in terms of three aspects: test task, familiarity with an

interviewer and test method. Several questions are asked in order to obtain enough
information in individual aspects.

In the task factor the question is : What topic do students most want to talk about?
or what topic do they not want to speak about? Also, they are asked whether they ask
the same type of questions or complaints in Japanese which are used in the English test.
In the interviewer/rater factor, the following questions are asked: 1) Is the inter-

viewer a classroom teacher or not? 2) Can the teacher or interviewer share the common
topic for conversation with students? 3) Are the interviewers interested in the topics the
students can easily respond?

In the method factor the questions are: 1) Even in the speaking test, a direct test is
favored by some students, while a semi-direct test is welcomed by others. Since the test
method effect is influential, how can we make the trade off between a fair judgment of
speaking and the test method preference? 2) In a speaking test, the test methods such as
a monologue type test, a dialogue type test, a discussion type test, a debate type test, are

influential factors in getting the students to speak out and give a fair judgment of their
speaking ability. Since the test method effect is unavoidable, how can we take it into
consideration for the assessment?

IV. Procedures
1. Test Task Aspect
1.1 . Test results of Nakamura (1993) were used to obtain information on the students'

preferences for speech making topics (n=80).

1.2. Test results of Nakamura (1993) were again used to obtain information on the
students' preferences as a visual material description topic (n=80).
1.3.Questionnaire results (1997) were used to obtain another piece of information on the
students' preferences as a speech making topic (n=73).

3
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Question used was: What topic do you want to talk about in a speech making test?

1.4 .Questionnaire results (1997) were used to get the students' answering patterns or
behavioral patterns in English and in Japanese (n=40).
Question used was : In the following nine individual contexts, would you say or act

the same way in English and in Japanese as in the assigned context? Why ?
2 .Interviewer/Rater Aspect

Research results of Nakamura (1996) were used to obtain information on the interviewer/rater scoring tendency.

3.Test Method Aspect
3.1 .Questionnaire results (1997) were used to obtain information on the students'
preferences about the test method (either a direct face to face interview test with a
native speaker of English or a semi-direct speaking test in the language laboratory)
(n=44).

Question used was: Which do you prefer, an interview test or a language laboratory
speaking test? Why ?

3.2. Research results of Nakamura (1996) were used to show the results of the factor
analysis of the three test methods (an interview test, a semi-direct speaking test, and

a writing test) (n=80).
3.3.Research results of Nakamura (1997) were used to demonstrate the relationship of
the four test methods (a semi-direct speaking test, an interview test, a writing test,
and a group discussion test) (n=32).

V. Results and Discussion
1. Examination of Test Task or Test Topic by focusing on the students or test takers

As the item analysis is conducted by analyzing each item in terms of item difficulty,

item discrimination and the function of the item, we should analyze the task item by
investigating how the test topic has been chosen. In other words, what topics or topic
areas are students most likely to choose in a speaking test situation? First, we will look

at the results from the preferences conducted in the real speaking tests.
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Table 1

frequencies of task item for making a speech
item freq.
topic
1
9 my friends
2
20 my family
3
16 part-time work
4
17 my hobbies
5
15 traveling
6
0 fashion
7
1 telephone conversation
8
2 college life
n=80

Table 1 demonstrates that in the real speech making tests the topics (my friends, my
family, part-time work, my hobbies, traveling) are common among students as a topic
for making a speech, and among them My Family is the most popular one. On the other
hand, topics such as fashion, telephone conversation and college life are less common.
Let us examine the results from the questionnaire research about their preferences
for the topic of the speech.
Table 2

topics students want to talk about
item

freq.
1

2

3
4

topic
10 sports
13 family
9 friends
13 hobbies

3 part-time job
1 traveling
1 food
4 college life
4 dreams
3 home town
2 music
2 current events
3 club activities
1 internet
1 news
1 movies
1 Japan
1 fashion

5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

n=73

6
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Table 2 indicates that, in their mind, students have various topics for the speech making
even if the frequencies are not equal. In Table 2, the topics listed by the students as ones

they want to talk about are hobbies, sports, family, friends, college life, dreams, parttime job, traveling, food, home town, music, current events, club activities, internet, news,

movies, Japan, and fashion.

From these two types of data, it might be said there is a mismatch between the topic

teachers choose and that students want to talk about with much confidence.

Let us look at the results of the actual test of the visual material description.
Table 3

fequencies of topic item for visual material description
item

topic

freq.
1

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

5 picture (pic) of Superman
5 pic of Marilyn Monroe
0 pic of a boxer
0 pic of a singer
2 pic of late Japanese Emperor
2 pic of Shakespeare
9 pic of E.T.
5 pic of late Kennedy
0 pic of a lady
0 pic of Gorbachev
0 a description of mailing system
6 a map of the U.S.
12 a cartoon of Fuji Santaro
14 a cartoon of Fuji Santaro
1 a graph of employment rate
5 an advertisement of a language school
5 a TV program
0 a train schedule
2 a brochure of a city tour
1 a seminar schedule
6 an itinerary for Dr. Brown
n=80

Table 3 suggests that among 21 choices, cartoons are the most frequently chosen and for

the students cartoons are easy to produce sentences. This is an interesting finding. Some

of the popular topics are the pictures of the things or people that students are familiar
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with, which is not surprising. A TV program or itinerary which has some selfexplanatory information in the material is also common. On the other hand, the pictures

that are not familiar to students may not be chosen so much or even at all. Although
teachers do not need to use the choices which are not statistically significant, they always

try to make the trade off between the practical test method and the best fit as a test
topic.

Lastly, we will look at the influence of the native language (culture) on the behavior
in the target (foreign) language. The questionnaire consisting of nine items was conduct-

ed in the following way as shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Questionnaire
1)In the following nine contexts, would do you do so or would you say so in Japanese in
the Japanese context? (Yes:JYes, No:JNo)
2) In the following nine contexts, would do you do so or would you say so in English in
the English context? (Yes:EYes, No:ENo)
Comments for each item
Item 1(Context:Apologizing and making an excuse)
You are late for your class. You missed the school bus. Please apologize and make an
excuse to your teacher.
1) JENo

I go to my seat without making an excuse.
It sounds like I am making an excuse. (6)
I don't want to disturb the class. (2)
2) JNo

It is my fault to be late. (3)
It is not usual to make' an excuse in a Japanese class. (2)
It sounds like I am making an excuse. (2)
It is troublesome to make an excuse.
It is highly regarded not to make an excuse in Japan.
Teachers won't listen to students' excuses.
3) ENo

My English is not efficient enough to make an excuse.
Item 2 (Contex:Complaining and requesting )

You are in a non-smoking section of a waiting room at the airport. Someone started
smoking. You have a cold or a sore throat. Please complain about it and request him/
her to stop it.
1) JENo

I do not want to be bothered by the person.
I am afraid that would give offense.

88
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I will be patient with it.
I will express my feeling by my attitude.
2) JNo

I will wait until someone else complains about it.
I will endure it.
I myself stay away from the person. It is embarrassing to make a complaint.
I will keep silent. I do not want to cause trouble. (2)
3) ENo

I am not sure whether I can make myself understood in this situation. (2)
I cannot refute the person if he or she argues back. (3)
Item 3 (Context: Asking for repetition)
You didn't understand what your teacher said. You want the teacher to repeat it. Please
make a request to your teacher.
1) JENo

I don't want to stop the class. (3)
I will wait until someone else asks about it.
I will ask my friend about it later. (4)
2) JNo

It is not usual to say so in Japan.
I am concerned about the reaction of the other students. (2)
3) ENo

I am afraid I have to say so too many times.
In English I will take a passive attitude.
I am not sure whether I can understand the second time.
Item 4 (Context: Greeting)
You happen to meet your high school teacher after a long interval. Please greet him.
1) JENo

It is troublesome to talk.
2) ENo

I am afraid I will only be answering the questions, not asking the questions.
I cannot explain my daily life in English. (2)
I am not accustomed to such a situation and I feel embarrassed.
Item 5 (Context: Disagreeing)
Your friend says jogging is a healthy activity. You don't agree with her. What do you say
to her?
1) JNo

I don't want to devastate the atmosphere.
It is troublesome and useless to argue.
2) ENo

I don't want to be refuted.
I don't like argument. (5)
I am not confident on making a counter argument.

9
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I tend to be persuaded without being aware of it in English.
Item 6 ( Context: Interrupting)
Your supervisor is working in his office. You want to interrupt him for a moment to talk
with him. What do you say?
1) JENo

I don't want to disturb the boss.
I will wait until the boss is finished with his work.
2) Jno

The boss might get angry if I interrupt his job.
Item 7 (Context: Warning)
Some children are playing baseball and almost break the window of your house. Please
warn them.
1) JENo

I think children will understand the situation.
I will let the children play freely.
I will wait until the children recognize the danger.
If the children break the window, I will warn them.
I don't want to get involved with children.
Children will not seem to listen to me. (2)
It has nothing to do with me.
2) JNo

Giving a warning sounds harsh in Japanese.
3) ENo

I don't know how to warn them in English. (2)
Item 8 (Context: Offering)
You want to serve something to drink to a guest at your house. Please offer something
to drink.
JENo
If they want to drink, they will drink by themselves.
Item 9 (Context: Asking for information)
At a department store, please ask the receptionist where the stationery section is.
1) JENo

We can find it in the map. (2)
2) JNo

We know where it is in the Japanese context.
I will find it by myself.
3)ENo
I am afraid I cannot make myself understood in English.
I will try by myself and I will give it up if I cannot find the place.

10
10
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Table 4 shows the raw data; comments obtained from the students. Before going into the

detail of the data in Table 4, let us look at the statistical analysis of the results of the
data in Table 5 .
Table 5
item 3

item 2

item 1

EYes

10

19

EYes

ENo

2

9

ENo

df=1

x2=0.38

p> .05

df=1

17

8

EYes

7

8

x2=1.'77

p>.05

21

7

ENo

3

9

df=1

x2=6.79

JNo

JYes

JNo

JYes

JNo

JYes

p<.01

item 6

item 5

item 4

JNo

JYes

JNo

JYes

JNo

JYes

31

1

EYes

25

5

EYes

32

2

ENo

6

2

ENo

4

6

ENo

2

4

df=1

x2=1.82

df=1

x2=5.05

df=1

x2=10.39

EYes

p>.05

p< .05

item 9

item 8

item 7

JNo

JYes

JNo

JYes

3

EYes

ENo

1

2

df=1

x2=4.16

20

4

EYes

ENo

2

14

df=1

x2=16.7

p<.01

JNo

JYes

34

EYes

p< .01

p< .05

25

6

ENo

5

4

df=1

x2=1.19

p> .05

N.B.

EYes: I would do so or I would say so in English in the English context.
Eno: I would not do so or I would not say so in English in the English context.
JYes: I would do so or I would say so in Japanese in the Japanese context.
JNo: I would not do so or I would not say so in Japanese in the Japanese context.

11
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Table 5 shows that there is a statistically significant difference in the distribution in
items (3,5,6,7,8), while there is no statistical difference in the distribution in items (1,2,
4,9). This result indicates the following things;

1) In items (3,5,6,7,8), there is a similar pattern in the native language context and

in the target (English) language context about the students' behavioral activities. In
other words, they would act or say in the English language context just the same way as

in the Japanese language context.
2) In these items, there is influence from the language or cultural difference; there-

fore, if students make a mistake or cannot handle a problem in the English language
context, which means that they lack English ability such as ability to offer in English, or
ability to interrupt in English.

3) In the items (1,2,4,9), there is no statistically significant difference in their
behavioral pattern. In other words, there is a variety in their behaving pattern in the
English context.

Let us look at both Table 4 and Table 5, and analyze the patterns. One type may be
the ones who choose "yes" in Japanese and "no" in English. One assumed explanation is

that they know the standard code of expressing their opinions in these contexts so they
are straightforward in Japanese. When they are not sure about the level of politeness in
English, they would not say a word. Another type is the ones Who choose "yes" in English

but choose "no" in Japanese. There seems to be a cultural difference. In English they are
more active and assertive , but they are more reserved and less assertive in Japanese.

Therefore, it sometimes takes more time to speak out in English when the Japanese way

of thinking disturbs their English utterances. Cultural differences can be noted in 2,4,5

and 9. In other words, the pattern of "yes" in Japanese and "no" in English varies.

In summary, raters should take into account some possibilities of students' back-

ground. What is behind their silence? What is behind their wrong answers? What is
behind their behavior? There seems to be more involved in the students' answers than
expected. One thing that should be kept in mind is that teachers, to some extent, must
make the trade off between the practically best method for the students' sake and the
practically best method from the teachers' side. This should be done even if the ideal
situation is to satisfy the students' preference as much as possible for them to perform
well in order to achieve high validity of the test.

12-
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2. Investigation of Test Topic by concentrating on interviewers, teachers and raters

The data comes from Nakamura (1996). There are three data sources as follows;

1) Data came from two interviewer-raters through retrospective verbal reports.
After the interview test was. over, the raters were asked to look back and report on what

was happening in their rating during the interview. (See Table 6 for Questionnaire)
2) Data came from a video tape rater through a verbal report. In the process of the
videotape evaluation, the rater was asked to speak out about what was happening in his

mind as much as possible. (See Table 6 for Questionnaire)

3) Data came from three audio tape raters through retrospective verbal reports.

After the tape evaluation was over, the raters were asked to recollect what was
happening in the process of rating. (See Table 6 for Questionnaire)
Table 6

1. Questions used for the interviewer-rater
1) What was happening in your mind when you were interviewing the first student
(at the beginning, in the middle and the towards the end of the interview)?

2) What was happening in your mind when you were interviewing the second
student?

3) Can you tell me who was the most interesting student or the most impressive
student?

4) In the process of one interview (an interview for one person), what were you
doing during each of the three stages (at the beginning, in the middle and the
towards the end of the interview)?
5) When you were asking questions or listening to students' responses what were
you thinking about?

6) What was the big difference between what you had anticipated and what you
were actually doing in the interview session, in terms of evaluation items or
evaluation criteria?
7) When you changed your questions, or the level of difficulty, did you change your
criteria (e.g. from 3 to 2)?

8) Was it difficult to be an interlocutor and at the same time a rater?
9) What were you actually thinking about when the student was making a response?
10) Was there any unexpected finding in/after the interview?

2. Questions used for the tape (audio/video) raters.
1) What was happening in your mind when you were evaluating the first student?
2) What was happening in your mind when you were evaluating the second student?
3) In the process of evaluation, what steps were you going through?
4) What was the big difference between what you had anticipated before and what
happened after the tape evaluation?
13 --
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5) What was the main problem or the most difficult thing as a rater?
6) Was there any unexpected finding in/after the tape evaluation?
The following research questions were taken into account to get appropriate information.

(1) Is the interviewer a classroom teacher or not?
(2) Can the interviewer-rater share the common topic for conversation with students

in the test situation?

(3) Are the raters interested in the topics that the students can easily respond?

Results and Discussion
1) Analysis of the data from interviewer-raters

The content of the questions in the interview is highly dependent on how good the
student teacher/interviewer relationship is before the interview. The big difference
between the speaking test and the writing test is that the interviewer should have good

rapport with the students and create as comfortable an atmosphere as he can before or
within the interview session. There is a difference in terms of asking questions between
the situation in which an interviewer knows the students well and the situation in which

an interviewer knows them very little or not at all.
There is a difference between a situation when an interviewer is a known classroom

teacher and a situation when an interviewer is a complete stranger. In a classroom
setting, classroom teachers interview the students and grade their speaking ability. In
other words, teachers have to think about the context of the questions and also the check

sheet. Also, the test date (either at the beginning of the academic year, or in the middle

of the academic year, or towards the end of the academic year) should be taken into
account because the greeting words or question words would be completely different
depending on how well the interviewer knows the students.
In a class interview, the interviewer tries to get the students to speak up. Therefore,
the interviewer-rater always thinks about what relevant questions will elicit the students'

speaking ability and thus, the interviewer is deeply involved in the content of the
students' production as well. This is where the instability of the question-preparation
(the inconsistency of the question-presenting), might occur. The reliability might become

even lower when different questions are asked to different students. There exists a

14
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dilemma between trying to have students speak up and not being able to keep reasonable
reliability.
2) Analysis of the data from a videotape rater through an introspective verbal report

One rater tried to get the context or the situation in which the student was involved

by trying to understand what the student was trying to say. He maintains that comprehensibility to the rater is important. He stresses the point that although students should

try to make him/herself understood in English, raters should try to understand the
students by expanding their knowledge of the topics which students are familiar with. In

other words, raters should try to grasp the topics that students are interested in so that
raters can share the topic with the students, even in the test situation. Moreover, raters
should have as much information as possible about the students' academic background.
3) Analysis of the data from three audio tape raters through a retrospective verbal report

These three raters tried to understand what the students wanted to say. It was not
the content but rather the comprehensibility that mattered in the speaking test. The

raters' focus for the evaluation was not on grammar or pronunciation, but on total
communication, in other words, comprehensibility.

The important thing for the raters is how much background knowledge they can
share with students. Raters need to try to increase their knowledge of topics in which
students are interested in everyday classroom situations, even though it is sometimes
possible to elicit the new information from the students in the test situation. We must
take into consideration that the beginning level or intermediate - low level students are

more likely to speak out about their familiar topics. This can happen only when the
raters elicit the topic and share it with the students. Raters (teachers), although they are
sometimes intrigued by the students' mistakes in grammar or pronunciation in the
process of evaluation, should keep consistently on the track of comprehensibility by
trying to share the common ground related to the topic, chosen by the students. Further-

more, since raters want to share the topic/context with the students through tape by
trying to understand what the students are trying to say, they should also expand the
topics in the testing situation as well as in the classroom situation so that students can
understand them better.
In summary, interview-raters, audio-tape raters, and video tape raters value compre-

hensibility (to try to understand what the students try to say) highly. In order to make

X15
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this comprehensibility possible, teachers or raters should expand the topics or the
information students are interested in so that they can share them even in the testing
situation.
3. Examination of Test Method from the viewpoint of test takers

First we will look at the questionnaire results about the students' preference of test

method (whether they like an LL test or they like a face to face interview test).
Table 7
Questionnaire

Which type of a speaking test do you prefer, a test in the language laboratory or a face
to face interview test? Why?
Results
LL : Interview =14:30 (n=44)

Comments from the students who are for an LL test
1) I feel tense in the face to face interview test situation. (6)
2) I feel nervous and tense in the face to face test.
3) In the face to face test, it is not fair when different questions are used depending on
the level of students.
4) In the LL test I can focus on the sound through the earphones.
5) I feel relaxed when tested with other students in the LL test. (2)
Comments from the students who are for a face to face interview test.
1) I cannot correct sentences once produced in the LL test.
2) There is no human to human relationship in the LL test.
3) I feel less tense in an interview test than in the LL test.
4) The interviewer can wait when I need some time to think.
5) I am not good at handling machine in the LL test.
6) I can take time to think in an interview test. (4)
7) I will be greatly influenced by the neighboring students in the LL test.
8) I am fighting with the time in the LL test.
9) In an interview test the interlocutor reword or paraphrase the unfamiliar words so
that I can understand them easily.
10) I don't feel I am speaking in the LL test.
11) It can check our case by case conversation strategies.
12) In an interview test the interviewer would keep the conversation even if I get stuck
with some words by offering me some help.
13) The interviewer helps me when I am in trouble in an interview test.
14) I feel tense when I put on an microphone and earphone in the LL test.
15) The LL test is one way test.
16) The interview test seems more practical and real. (4)
17) I can ask when I can not catch the word.

*444- ( 7 )

Table 7 demonstrates that when we think about face validity and authenticity, the

comments from the students who are in favor of a face to face interview test are
crucially important. They say that an interview test seems more practical and real.
Another comment from them is they feel more cordial atmosphere with the interviewer.

Also, they think they can establish much rapport with the interviewer.
However, the comments from the students who are for an LL speaking test should
be given another thought especially when the students are nervous about the face to face

interview test situations. One comment from this second type should be noticed. The
comment says "In the face to face test, it is not fair when different questions are used
for different students depending on their level. In an LL speaking test the questions are

given equally. This must be fair. So an LL test is much fairer than an interview test."
This statement should be taken into account in terms of the fairness issue of testing.

Another comment from the LL test side is that they feel tense in an interview test
because they are not familiar with native speakers of English. Still another comment is
that in the LL test they think they can concentrate on the sounds through the earphones.

Secondly, we will use the data from Nakamura (1996) to explain the factorial
structure of the LL speaking test ability and an interview test ability, although in the
data the writing ability is additionally included for another reason. Let us look at
Table 8.

Table 8

Results of Factor Analysis
Note: Abbreviations are as follows:
I: interview test, T: tape test,W: writing test
Methods
All: comprehensibility, Cont: content, Dis: discourse, Flue: fluency, Gra:
Traits
grammar, Incom: interactional competence, Pron: pronunciation, Socom: sociolinguistic
competence

I _ALL

ICON
I_DIS

I_FLU
I_GRA
I _INCOM

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

.93807
.72045
.90654
.84378
.76120
.74474

.04837
.16152
.10953
.20972
.16728
.15113

.17455
.39950
.23398
.22943
.09334
.38222
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I PRON
1_SOCOM
I_VOC

T_ALL
T_CONT
T_DIS
'T_FLU
T_GRA
T _INCOM

T PRON
TISOCOM
T_VOC
W_ALL
W_CON
W_DIS
W_FLU
W_GRA
W_INCOM
W_SOCOM
W_VOC

Factor
1

2
3

.73095
.87389
.73233
.21794
.31485
.22268
.32271
.16685
.36917
.38565
.41704
.33258
.18299
.28561
.09690
.02865
.01422
.02145
.11294
.17243

.03046
.12819
.06267
.12093
.12894
.11845
.17259
.24088
.49221
.24616
.38407
.17001
.91777
.78377
.85977
.86566
.79431
.85609
.78781
.81338

Eigenvalue Pct of Var
12.48404
48.0
4.47094
2.45247

17.2

9.4

.39340
.17067
.39272
.86280
.82531
.87409
.79521
.82018
.33502
.65663
.51570
.81951
.03184
.27079
.26881
.26218
.12939
.22847
.10288
.13860

Cum Pct
48.0
65.2
74.6

Table 8 indicates that three factors can be extracted through the factor analysis and
these three factors agree with the three different methods designed for the research.
Three factors were named Direct Oral Communication Ability (for Interview Test),
Semi-Direct Oral Communication Ability (for LL Speaking Test ) and Written Communication Ability.
As far as speaking ability is concerned, the two modes (a face to face interview test

and a semi-direct LL speaking test) are rather distinct judging from the factor analysis.
However, both are measuring a common area of communication ability to some extent.

Nine traits in Direct Oral Communication Ability contribute to become the funda-

mental elements of the factor while they still maintain their own characteristics which

cannot be replaced by other traits. This idiosyncrasy was made clear through the
inter-trait correlation coefficients. The same is true for the nine traits in Semi-Direct
Oral Communication Ability. The nine traits function as a factor construct element but
they still have their distinctiveness.

/4 (7)
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Writing is quite different from the interview and tape testing in the sense of a test
channel. An interview and a tape test require the ability to deal with audio while writing

does not. An interview and a tape test are distinct because some students feel nervous

about speaking to a machine just mechanically,while other students do not feel easy
when they must talk to an interlocutor in the interview session even with their teachers.

Thus, the test practice can affect the difference of the two abilities.
Lastly, we will examine the relationship of the four different test methods.
Table 9
Variable

Mean

Std Dev

Range

GROUP

2.09
2.22
2.28
2.47

.69
.94
.85
.92

2.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

INTV.NAT
LL

WRITING

Minimum Maximum

Sum

3.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

67.00
71.00
73.00
79.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

32
32
32
32

Table 9 shows that among the four different test methods the mean score of the group
discussion test was the lowest, and the mean score of the writing test was the highest.
One possible interpretation for this result is that many students are not familiar with a
discussion type test and that in writing they have enough time to rethink and reorganize
their own ideas.

Let us investigate the correlation among the four different test methods in Table 10.
Table 10

Correlation among Four Test Methods
LL
Writing
Intv.Nat

Group
Group

Intv.Nat
LL

Writing

0.61**
0.61**
0.49**

0.65**
0.66**

0.74**

n=32

** p<.01
One of the results in Table 10 is that the correlation between the LL. test and the writing

test is the highest. One possible reason for this is that the test format -between the two
methods was the same. There were nine contexts and the students were asked to answer
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the questions and write them down in the writing test, while students were asked to give

answers and record them on the tape in the language laboratory. So the only difference
was the answering channel.

The correlation between the writing test and the group test is the lowest. One
possible explanation is that there is less time to think deeply in the group discussion
whereas the writing test allows the students to have enough time to think.

Overall, Table 10 demonstrates that four different methods are relatively interrelated as the measure of the language ability; nevertheless, they are distinct to some

extent as indicated in the coefficient. Therefore, each test method should be retained

since it is playing its idiosyncratic role to assess the students' language ability from
different viewpoints.

VI. Conclusion and Implications
The full study will be left for future research; however, it has been found that
different level students perform differently in direct speaking tests and semi-direct
speaking tests. It has also been noted that interviewers' choice of test questions influences students' performances and may even affect the raters' ratings.

The fairness issue cannot be framed in absolutes but instead must center on the
trade-offs that are sometimes necessary in testing theoretically desirable elements of

student production while trying to maintain a relatively high degree of objectivity
(Brown 1996). Language teachers should always take into account the possible condition

of each institution to conduct a fair judgment of students' language proficiency.
Note

This paper is based' on the presentation at the 19th Language Testing Research Colloquium (LTRC) in Orlando, Florida, USA, March 6-9, 1997.
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